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INTRODUCTION
The Importance of Applying Strategies
Reading, writing and oral communication is a complex process.
Indeed, it takes us years to develop these skills. Our learning begins
at home and continues throughout the course of our education. Yet,
how do we succeed in becoming efficient readers, listeners, writers
or speakers?
If we had to define the word efficiency in a learning context, we could
say, “a learner’s ability to meet the expectations to carry out highly
productive tasks autonomously in a defined time.”
How can we attain the goal of efficiency with respect to our
communication skills? Beyond acquiring basic knowledge, applying
appropriate strategies and proper work methods are excellent ways
to do so.
This book is a reference tool for all learners of English. It contains clear
explanations on useful and essential strategies which will help learners
to develop important skills.
It is not enough to know how to do something: we also need to know
what, why and when to do it. For this purpose, strategies will first be
defined (WHAT DO I DO) and then analyzed, explaining WHY, HOW
and WHEN it would be wise to apply them.

Tool Box for Learners of English
as a Second Language
Learning English as a second language involves more than learning
to read and write. There are a number of things we can do to immerse
ourselves in the language and develop our language skills.

X
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Furthermore, in order to facilitate learning, we have integrated models
of certain strategies, with or without an accompanying video. These
models provide relevant examples for carrying out realistic tasks.

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

[p. x-xiii]

Sometimes, learning a second language can be frustrating because
what we want to say doesn’t always take shape in words as fast as we
would like. Moreover, when we are reading or listening to a text in a
second language, it can sometimes be discouraging because we don’t
understand all the words on the first attempt. This is where strategies
can be helpful.
The first section of this book is a Tool Box offering basic strategies
that are useful for learning a second language.

Interconnected Skills
In our everyday lives, we are constantly in communication contexts.
These situations can occur simultaneously between the sender and
receiver, such as a discussion between two people. There can also
be a delay between the transmission and the reception of a message,
for example, the difference between the time of writing a newspaper
article and that of it being read.
Nevertheless, whatever the communication situation, there is always a
sender and a receiver. Depending on the context and the role we play,
our actions and perceptions will inevitably differ.

Reading and Listening
When we carry out a reading or listening task, we receive a
message. We have to process and understand different contents,
both involving similar mental processes even though the reception
modes are different.

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

Writing and Speaking
We understand that writing and speaking tasks are related since,
in both cases, we deliver a message. Therefore, all the preparation
and planning are similar.
Consequently, although certain characteristics are specific to each
form of communication (oral or writing), in order to limit repetitions
and help the learner to grasp the links between the competencies,
certain strategies have been grouped together where possible,
i.e. reading and listening skills; writing and speaking skills.

XI

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

The INDISPENSABLE Strategies
Certain strategies that could be described as universal can
be applied to every kind of task, whatever the subject area
or goal. For this reason, rather than describing each one of
them in terms of reading, writing or oral communication, we
have created the INDISPENSABLES section. Although other
strategies could have been included in that section, the choice
was limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare for a Task
Understand Instructions
Determine Your Objective
Take Notes
Organize Information
Paraphrase
Summarize

Why these in particular? Many reasons explain this choice
but here are a few of them.
Whether you are reading a text in order to answer
comprehension questions or identify the content (main ideas,
supporting details) or you are summarizing a movie, it is
essential to prepare mentally and physically for the task, for
example, by putting together the necessary school materials.
In addition, many actions are intertwined in applying strategies,
for example:
• How can we answer a question or accomplish a task if we
do not understand the instructions?

• How can we summarize a book, make an interactive
oral activity or research information if we have not taken
any notes?
• How can we summarize a text or research information if we
are not able to organize the information or paraphrase it?

XII
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• How can we successfully carry out a reading, writing or oral
communication assignment if we have not determined the
steps and the actions to be taken?

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

Models: The Instructional Strategy Explained
To illustrate the use of learning strategies in a realistic setting,
we have modelled certain strategies, including some on
video. All models are based on made-up, but realistic school
assignments that will allow the learner to identify and understand
the importance of applying strategies.
Using strategies, whether for reading, writing or oral
communication, requires taking many steps simultaneously.
Therefore, it can be difficult to apply them individually. In addition,
many strategies require you to reflect and ask questions before
taking notes. In order to clarify these steps, certain models are
accompanied by videos.

VIDÉO

Models on Video

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

At portailsofad.com, 14 video tutorials clearly illustrate selected
models of strategies, thus allowing the learner to watch them
being applied.

XIII

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

An Overview of

INDISPENSABLE
GIES

STRATE

Summary Charts to Find Information Fast
In addition to the table of contents, which lists the sections and pages of the book, three
summary charts make it easy to find the main content items at a glance.
To see what each
strategy is for

To see which strategies
are applied in each model

The Models at a Glance

The Strategies at a Glance

MODELS

STRATEGY

PURPOSE

IS

Prepare for a Task

Take time to prepare for the assignment, considering the
context, the material and the time allowed.

20

Understand Instructions

Read and interpret the meaning of a question, a request
or an instruction.

21

Determine Your Objective

Ask yourself questions about the task to carry out and
activate your prior knowledge of the topic.

22

Take Notes

Paraphrasethe strategies
Understand, select and write informationThe
in a way
to reuse it at the
23 end of the book are particularly useful for applying
appendices
for a specific purpose.
listed below.
Skim a Written Text

Organize Information

Combine the information and organize it graphically.

Paraphrase

Rewrite or retell the essential information that you have read, 25
1. Activating Prior Knowledge
seen or heard in your own words.

Summarize

Find the main ideas of a text, combine the information and
26
rewrite or retell it in fewer words.
2. Planning a Reading or
Without reading the text in detail, look for visual
clues that
28
Listening
Assignment
can give you information about the text and3.itsPlanning
content. a Writing or

1

STRATEGIES
Determine Your Objective

Overcome Comprehension Problems (reading, listening)
Ask Yourself Questions

Infer Meaning
SECTION
I

3
A

3
B

4
A

4
B

5
A

5
B

5
C

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Take Notes

•

•

Organize Information

24

•

Askthe
Yourself
Questions
Determine your objective; predict
content,
structure and
viewpoint of a text; ask yourselfInfer
questions;
relate the text to your
Meaning
own experiences; identify and explain the effect of a text
Identify the Content, Organization and Structure of a Text
Determine your objective
Determine the Writer or Speaker’s Point of View
Determine your objective

Speaking
Assignment
Guess the content, structure and viewpoint of an
oral text
30
based on your knowledge of the topic and 4.
yourManaging
understanTime
ding of texts you have read or listened to before.
5. Quoting an Author
Identify a comprehension problem, find the cause and learn
31
6. Citing Reference Materials
different ways to deal with it.
7. Keywords in Instructions
Based on your existing knowledge, think of questions you
32
8. author
Information-Based
Texts versus Literary
may have about the text (oral or written), the
and the
steps to take to complete your assignment. Texts
9. Tips on Taking Notes
Read between the lines, using explicit and implicit infor33
10. deduce
Transition
mation to interpret what the text implies and
newWords
information.
Organizers34
Put the text (oral or written) in context, find11.theGraphic
main theme

Determine your objective
To find out how each appendix
Research information
may be useful to you
Research information
Understand instructions

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Relate the Text to Your Own Experiences
Create a Semantic Map
Prepare an Outline
Edit
Proofread

Write a Memory Aid
Take notes; infer meaning; identify the content, organization
Identify and Explain the Effect of a Written Text
and structure of a text; write a rough draft
Take notes, ask yourself questions, research information
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•
•

•

Overcome Comprehension Problems
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APPENDIX

•
•
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III

APPENDICES …
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Overcome comprehension problems, prepare an outline,
1
Various invented assignments
write a rough draft
Organize information, research information
2
Questions from different subject areas
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1. For a clearer idea of how and why to use each strategy, refer to the page indicated in this column.
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•	to help you apply the
A Tool Box …
Strategies …
Models …
12. Reading
Notecard (narrative text)
Organize information
and recognize the form of content (a narrative,
a description,
Expository text : Greenhouse Gases strategies
3A
an explanation or an argument).•	
•	to review basic strategies
to 13.
use
inStyles
allandsubject
•	
to learn
apply the
Writing
Text Types areas
Skim a written text;
predict
the content,how
structure to
and viewpoint
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Front and back covers of
3B
•	to provide additional
Determine the Writer or Speathe writer or speaker and his or her voice, deter36
of a text; identify the content, organization and structure of a text;
that
areof View
useful for Recognize
learning
awith readers•	orflisteners,
or reading
strategies
Expository text : What Was the Great Depression and Why Did it Start in the USA?
ker’s Point
mine
the relationship
and identify or listening
prepare an outline; write
a rough draft 4A
information
the orientation given to his or her words. 14. Text Genres
Skim a written text; predict the content, 4B
structure and viewpoint
Narrative text : Memories From an Old Chap
second language
•	for writing or speaking of a text; identify the•	content,
based
on and
different
texts
organization
structure of a text;
Two informational texts : John Lennon’s Violent Death
prepare an outline; write a rough draft 5A
•	to review the main steps
and made-up
but
realistic
15. Evaluating Your Approach to a Reading Self-evaluate your approach to a reading5B
or listening assignment
Tale : The Fox and the Crow
or Listening Assignment
Expository text : The Human Respiratory System
5C
in the reading and writing
assignments
16. Evaluating Your Approach to a Writing
Self-evaluate your approach to a writing or speaking assignment
or Speaking Assignment
processes
17. Text Outlines
Prepare an outline
Identify the Content, Organization and Structure of a Text

99

APPENDIX 10 Transition Words

106

APPENDIX 11 Graphic Organizers

108

APPENDIX 12 Reading Notecard

111
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Predict the Content, Structure
and Viewpoint of an Oral Text

2

Understand Instructions

The Appendices at a Glance

Skim a Written Text

1

4.1.1 Prepare to Write

17

4.1.2 Write the Draft

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

4.1.3 Revise
4.1.4 Edit and Publish

SECTION I Tool Box
The Tool Box is divided in four parts:
• General Strategies to Develop English Skills
• Speaking Strategies
• Reading and Listening Strategies
• Writing Strategies

tool box

SECTION I

TOOL BOX
general strategies
english
skills BOX
SECTION
I - TOOL
2 to develop

3

1.1

Develop Cultural Understanding

3

1.2

Seek Practice Opportunities

4

1.3

Use a Dictionary

5

1.3.1 Use a Bilingual Dictionary

5

1.3.2 Use a Thesaurus

6

1.3.3 Use an English Dictionary

7

1.4

2.

Other Strategies

7

speaking strategies

8

2.1

Use Gestures

8

2.2

Communication Strategies

9

2.3

Initiate, Maintain and End a Conversation

9
tool box

2.3.1 Initiate a Conversation

9

2.3.2 Maintain a Conversation

10
2. Speaking
Strategies

2.3.3 End a Conversation
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3.

10

Sometimes, learning a second language can be frustrating because what you want to say
doesn’t always take shape in words as fast as you would like.
Try11
the following strategies to help you get your message across efficiently.

reading and listening strategies

3.1

Break Down Words

3.2

Identify Transition Words

3.3

Identify Cognates

3.4

A Few Definitions

3.5

Scan a Text

11

2.1 USE GESTURES
•

11

Use your hands to help show what you’re saying.

12
EXAMPLE:
“I love chocolate!’’
12

I DO?
WHAT DO

13

WHY?
HOW?

EXAMPLE: “I was eating a sandwich
last night.’’

•

Use your head to show you agree or disagree.

EN?

WH

•

Use your body to show your
understanding.

•

Use hand gestures to give directions.
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1.

EXAMPLE: “go that way’’

8

18
18

Hi! My name is Andrew.
I’ll be accompanying
you throughout the
Tool Box Section.

Numerous strategies that are useful for learning
a second language are offered.

17

SECTION I - TOOL BOX

XV

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

SECTION II

Strategies

Strategies that appear in grey type, accompanied by the
symbol, are the “indispensable strategies.” They can be applied in
all subject areas. They are described in their own section but are
also included in the lists for reading/listening and writing/speaking.

READING
or LISTENING1

STRATEGIES

FOR … PLANNING your reading or listening

28

Prepare for a Task

20

Understand Instructions

21

FOR … PLANNING your writing or speaking

42

Skim a Written Text

28

Predict the Content, Structure and Viewpoint of an Oral Text

30

Prepare for a Task

20

UNDERSTANDING and INTERPRETING an oral or written text

31

Understand Instructions

21

Overcome Comprehension Problems

31

Determine Your Writing
or Speaking Objective

22

Take Notes

23

Research Information

Ask Yourself Questions

32

Take Notes

23

Infer Meaning

33

Organize Information

24

Identify the Content, Organization and Structure of a Text

34

Create a Semantic Map

Determine the Writer or Speaker’s Point of View

36

Prepare an Outline

44

Organize Information

24

Paraphrase

25

Paraphrase

25

Summarize

26

Summarize

26

Write a Memory Aid (oral presentation)

45

37

Rehearse an Oral Communication Assignment

Relate the Oral or Written Text to Your Own Experiences

RESPONDING to an oral or written text

38

EVALUATING your methods

39

Self-Evaluate Your Approach to a Reading or Listening Assignment

42

WRITING, REVISING and EDITING your oral or written text

38

Identify and Explain the Effect of an Oral or Written Text
© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

WRITING or SPEAKING1

22
STRATEGIES

Determine Your Reading or Listening Objective

39

47

Write a Rough Draft

48

Edit (verifying the content, organization and point of view)

49

Proofread (verifying the vocabulary, spelling, syntax and punctuation)

50
51

PUBLIC SPEAKING

52

Overcome Difficulties Related to the Assignment
© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

46

47

Overcome Difficulties Related to the Writing Assignment

Write the Final Copy

Establish Contact, Maintain the Audience’s Interest
and Convey a Point of View

1. The strategies in grey type, accompanied by the
symbol, are indispensable strategies, which are useful in reading, writing
and speaking. They are included here because they are part of the stages described, but they are explained in the section
Indispensable Strategies.
19-26

43

EVALUATING your methods

52
53

54

Self-Evaluate Your Approach to a Writing or Speaking Assignment

54

1. The strategies in grey type, accompanied by the
symbol, are indispensable strategies, which are useful in reading, writing
and speaking. They are included here because they are part of the stages described, but they are explained in the section
Indispensable Strategies.
19-26

Strategies (for reading, listening,
writing and speaking) are
presented in order of the steps to
follow when doing an assignment.

The title presents
the strategy.
Prepare an Outline1
APPENDIX
17

WHAT DO I DO?

A tab along the edge
of the page reminds
you which type
of strategy it is.

WHY?

To write an outline, you first
have to determine the structure
of your communication task.
You must organize words
and/or ideas.

• To pay attention to the time allotted
for the assignment.
• To make sure your essay or oral
communication is coherent and maintains
a common thread.
• To adapt the steps in a writing
or oral communication task and explore
new concepts if necessary.

when searching for information.

Each strategy is defined
by answering four
questions.

- Use keywords.

APPENDIX APPENDIX APPENDIX
14
13
10

WRITING OR SPEAKING

- Select and write down the key points to be worked on.
• Organize information
transition words.

, put ideas in order and link them with

- Plan links and transition words between your ideas.
- Plan different sections of the essay or oral
communication task.
- Think about a main idea and supporting details
per paragraph.

References to the
appendices appear
wherever appropriate.

• Keep in mind text types: descriptive, informative/explanatory,
argumentative, narrative or discussion.

WHEN?
Before writing a rough draft

1. See Models 6 for examples of how to apply this strategy.

44

XVI

SECTION II – STRATEGIES

74-77
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- Select the areas in the essay or oral communication task
to insert sources, citations, and arguments.
• Be sure that your essay or oral communication task has an
introduction, body (paragraphs) and a conclusion, depending
on the type of text, information-based or literary.

If the strategy is applied to
a text in the Models section,
a footnote indicates which
model, or models, to refer to.

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

HOW?
• Take notes

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

SECTION III

Models
A detailed but simple legend shows
how to interpret the models.
SECTION III

MODELS
SYMBOLS USED IN MODELS
56

MODELS

FOR LEARNING TO ...

VIDEO 2

Model 1

Plan a Task

58

VIDEO 3

VIDEO 4

Model 2

Understand Instructions

60

VIDEO 5

Model 3A

Skim an Information-Based Text

62

VIDEO 6

Model 3B

Skim a Literary Text

63

VIDEO 7

Model 4A

Paraphrase the Information in an Information-Based Text

64

Model 4B

Paraphrase the Information in a Literary Text

66

Model 5A

Organize Information in a Comparative Chart

68

Model 5B

Organize Information in a Narrative Outline

70

Model 5C

Organize Information in a Graphic Organizer

72

Model 6A

Write an Outline for an Information-Based Text

74

Model 6B

Write an Outline for a Literary Text

76

Model 7

Write a Memory Aid

78

VIDEO 10

Model 8A

Revise Content and Vocabulary

79

VIDEO 11

Model 8B

Correct Syntax, Grammar and Punctuation

80

VIDEO 12

Model 8C

Correct Verb Tenses, Subject-Verb Agreement and Spelling

81

VIDEO 13

Model 9A

Annotate a Text before Writing an Argumentative Essay

82

Model 9B

Annotate a Text to Write a Summary

84

Model 10A

Annotate a Text before Writing a Descriptive Essay

86

Model 10B

Annotate a Text before Answering Comprehension Questions

88

Model 11

Carry Out Oral Communication Tasks

90

A pictogram
indicates which
models are
accompanied by
a video tutorial.
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VIDEO 9

VIDEO 14

The lingering effects of World War I
(1914–1918) caused economic problems in
many countries as Europe struggled to pay
war debts and reparations.

war debts

Draw a box around linking words or
transitions.

Finally, the lungs ensure gas exchanges
between the air and blood.

Circle words or phrases that suggest
either a subjective (biased) or objective
(neutral) point of view.

“It’s one more example of how our schools
need to be student-centered,” Davis
argued.

Note your reactions to the text
content in blue type.

That’s not a lot.

[Finally, the lungs ensure gas exchanges
between the air and blood. This supplies
the body with all the oxygen it needs to
stay active.]

square brackets.]

Separate sentences with a red slash.

Draw a star
not sure of.

Finally, the lungs ensure gas exchanges
between the air and blood. This supplies
the body with all the oxygen it needs to
stay active.

/

/

above words you are

The air passes through the pharynx and
is carried to the lungs by the trachea.
This supplies the body with all the oxygen
it needs to stay active.

Underline verbs in red
The thoughts that appear in a cloud
represent questions you may ask
yourself as you work.1

The word vital is in
the original text. I’ll find
a synonym.

1. Normally, you would not write these thoughts down. The clouds indicate that these are only possible thoughts,
not notes you should take.

ABOUT MODELLING

REVISE CONTENT AND VOCABULARY1

This summary is based on the text
“The Human Respiratory System” (see
Model 5C: Organize Information in a
Graphic Organizer).

of a text on the respiratory system.

MY WRITING OBJECTIVE
I must maintain a neutral
point of view in my summary:
not state my opinion and choose
the appropriate words.

I’ve finished writing my draft. I must edit
my text: revise the content, structure
and vocabulary.

The word system
is repeated. I’ll find
a synonym.

Mental processes
(thoughts) are
distinguished from
written notes.

I revise the
content … Oops!
- It’s not several cells;
it’s ALL the cells.
- I forgot to mention
the larynx.
- There’s just ONE
trachea.

The human
respiratory system

The word vital is
in the original text.
I’ll find a synonym.

essential

[The respiratory system are vital for bring oxygen

all
to several cells so that they function properly.
First
And evacuates waste gases from the system.][ The
tract
humain respiratory system consist of the nasal cavity
that moistens and warms and puriﬁes the air. This
and the larynx
air will pass trough the pharynx and be carry
Finally
to the lungs by the tracheas.][The lungs will ensure

57

Certain models are
accompanied by a video
tutorial to show you exactly
how to apply the strategy
as you think about the text
and annotate it.

VIDEO 10

MODELLED TASK: Write a 100-word summary

My text contains
only one paraphraph.
I’ll reread it and
separate my ideas:
- function of the system
- structures
- closing

gas exchanges between the air and blood. This

Notes on a yellow
background provide
additional explanations
about the process or
strategy covered in the
model.
A tab reminds you of
the model number.

supplies the body with all the oxygen it needs
to stay active.]

A footnote points to any
other strategies applied
in the model.

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.
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Underline important information that
is relevant to your reading objective.

[Place paragraphs between green

Each model is designed to
help you learn how to apply
a specific strategy.

The blue band
contains the main
strategy to learn.

The lingering effects of World War I
(1914–1918) caused economic problems in
many countries.

MODEL 8A

VIDEO 8

EXAMPLE

Highlight words or phrases that you
do not understand in yellow.

Take notes on relevant information or
paraphrase it.

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

VIDEO 1

SYMBOL

MODELS

About Modelling

For this step in editing,
I’ll annotate in green.
The next set of annotations will be in red.

I’ll use transition
words to link the
sentences.

For the last review, I’ll use a blue pen to
distinguish what I've worked on and what
I still need to do.
1 Modelled Strategies: determine your objective, edit (verifying the content, organization and point of view),
proofread (verifying the vocabulary)

MODEL 8A

79

XVII

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

Appendices
The appendices guide you through the learning process (before, during and after stages) and
provide useful information for completing your assignments (reading, listening, writing
or speaking).

Steps in the Learning Process
BEFORE

APPENDIX 17

Text Outlines
Writing a text is a complex process that calls for innovation, creativity and attention
to detail. Following certain organization rules helps writers produce a complete and
coherent text.

APPENDIX 7

If you are writing a text to inform or convince people, or to describe or explain something,

you are writing an information-based text. It should contain at least three parts: an
Keywords
in Instructions
introduction, the body of the text, and a conclusion. These parts must be connected to

each
other with
suchtoas
first,
second and
finally.
Before
carrying
out atransition
task, it’s words
important
fully
understand
what
you need to do. The
instructions
can begin
anare
infinitive
imperative
form of
a verb,
an expression
On the other
hand,with
if you
writing or
a text
to tell a story,
you
are writing
a literary or
a question
word. Here are some tips to help you determine what you have to do.
APPENDIXtext.
4 Your story must progress through the characters’ actions or their psychological
development. This progression should take place over five stages of what is called the
VERBSarc: exposition (the initial situation),WHAT
MUSTclimax
DO
narrative
risingYOU
action,
(the turning point), falling
action, and resolution.
Associate
Read and/or gather.
Being well
prepared for a writing
task
is important;
to know
whatkey
you
Compare
Look
at your
answers or it’s
the not
text. enough
Then consult
the answer
or have
second text in
to do and how toINFORMATION-BASED
do it. You must
determine
thethe
allocated
time
eachLITERARY
step: planning,
TEXT
TEXT
order
to determine
similarities
and for
differences.
writing a rough draft, editing, proofreading and writing the final copy. Here are a few tips;
APPENDIX
Give,
state
or list.
Complete
the3 suggested
time for each step
can
vary
dependingCONTENT
on the communication objective and
the assignment.
Describe
1 text is primarily written to tell a story.
A literary
An information-based text is written in clear,

DURING

Managing Time

APPENDIX 12

Reading Notecard
Below is an example of a reading notecard that you could use when reading a literary text.
This notecard will help you to identify relevant information.

APPENDIX 11

WRITING A 500-WORD ESSAY

condemning
a situation.
speaker’syou
purpose
Here are examples ofDefine
questions
can to
ask
yourself
when planning
your
task.
Identify
the meaning
of an expression
from context
and give your own definition.
WHEN? • describe (descriptive text)
WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?
TIME
FRAMEforms:
Literary texts may take
different
Demonstrate
Show or illustrate with examples.

APPENDIX 7

ELEMENTS FROM TEXT
• establishing relationships between facts and/or similarities and differences
(line or page number)
Taking notes means that you select information to use later. You can take notes
• illustrating a sequence of events
for different reasons:

GRAPHIC ORGANIZER
Whatever the USAGE
reason, your goal is to take note of information
that will be useful to you.

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.
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1. Reading and listening are combined here because the strategies applied in the preparation stage are similar although the means
instability (warm, humid air
of communication are different (reading versus oral language).

clashes with cold, dry air).

How do I know this?

Where can I find the answers?

• Watching the news; talking
with friends

• Reading; researching on the web;
discussing the subject with my
science teacher

What more do I want to know?APPENDIX 2
• What is the average speed
of a tornado?

AFTER

92

=

You can take notes directly in the text (book, article, etc.), on a photocopy or on a separate
sheet of paper. If the book or the magazine does not belong to you, you can write the
information on sticky notes.

APPENDIX 12

111

You can also annotate a text by underlining, highlighting or circling keywords or by writing
in the margins.
You can use abbreviations, common symbols and standard units of measurement, or you
can create your own code.
It is up
you to decide how to annotate a text, but make sure your notes are clear and that
108 toAPPENDICES
you can refer to them easily when needed. Do not try to write down everything; rather, write
short legible notes.

93

Useful Information

APPENDIX 21

APPENDICES

texts versus

+

Effects

Causes

HOW?

95
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• Most tornadoes are formed from
thunderstorms. They develop
when there is atmospheric

To distinguish the

Topic

- secondary ideas

TOPIC: Tornadoes

• How do tornadoes form?

• Make connections
Organization Chart
between one component
WHAT?
and other components
of OUTLINE
NARRATIVE
You may
take notes on different content elements, depending on whether you are reading
information.
When does the story take place?
Take notes of clues such as life habits, technologies, workplaces, etc.
a literary text or an information-based text. For example, you could determine the text
At what moment in time?
structure in both cases, but you would focus on different elements.
Is the story credible or not?
Identify the character’s actions and indicate if they are ridiculous,
• In a literary text, your notes would be about
impossible or if they could really happen in real life.
- time indicators and setting (when? where?)
Can links be made between fantasy
Link elements of information to reality, e.g. famous people, places,
- the characters’ personalities (who?)
and reality?
buildings, national holidays, main historical events, etc.
- the stages in the narrative arc
What writing genre is it?
Select the genre and identify elements of information that illustrate
- plot twists, if
applicable
(what?)
content
It could
be historical,
science fiction,
it; for example, passages that refer
to aofhistorical event, a story

ed
fantasy, adventure,
etc. would that
occurs in theinforma
future,tion-bas
characters
that have supernatural powers,
• In an information-based
text,romance,
your notes
be about
to Appendix 8.
literary texts, refer
magical objects, etc.
• Determine cause
- information
on the topic Cause and Effects
and ideas
effect.
- main

99

1. Writing and speaking are combined here because the strategies applied in the preparation stage are similar although the means
What isof the
type of text?
Literary or information-based
communication
are different (writing versus oral language).

• Tornadoes are dangerous.

APPENDIX 12

• to make it easier
prepare
for progress?
(and pass) a test Identify actions or elements that show the psychological
Howtodoes
the story
progression aoftext
the characters.
• to prepare for a writing assignment, such as summarizing

APPENDIX 11

APPENDIX 4

• etc.
• to keep a recordNARRATIVE
of an interesting
ARC text that you read or of a course that you took

APPENDIX 2
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APPENDIX 1

APPENDIX 3

you already know
about
your
topic, your
task •will
be the
much
activating
prior
information,
prepare
an
How much
time
is
allocated
to completing
Three
hours,
oneoutline.
week,
hours,
etc.
Write
firsteasier.
draft
of Therefore,
your
essay. two
Reread
your
writing (initial situation)
DURING
Exposition
Introduction
knowledge isthe
essential
assignments.
process
is doneinbefore,
during
and
after
task? in alltheyour
throughout
the
process
orderit,toand
correctPrepare
your errors.
writing
task verbsThis
Write
revise and
edit
notesaction
and practise my
Certain
a particular
activity:
Rising
Body of theindicate
text a draft,
the task.
copy. prior knowledge, overcoming
presentation.
What are the steps involved? Conclusion do a final
Activating
my difficulties,
etc.
Climax
(turning point)
For example, before
one
several texts,INFORMATION-BASED
it iswords
important to research your
topic.
LITERARY
How reading
long should
myoressay
300
5 minutes
VERBS
Falling
actionTYPE OF ACTIVITY
This allows you to make a link between what you need to do and what you already know.
or presentation be?
Introduction
Introduction:
20 MINUTES
Indirectly, it reduces anxiety and canObserve,
improve
your
motivation
in
completing
the
assignment.
Resolution
examine, analyze
Observation
who, where,
when,
with
How will I find ideas?
Through teamwork, brainstorming,
rereading
mywhom
notes or
After reading a text, activating prior Circle,
knowledge
helps
you
to
check
if
you
have
discovered
Body
Rising action
or plot,
underline,
list paragraphs:
Identification
doing
research.
40 MINUTES
what you were lookingTHE
for or
found the correct
answers.
main
ideas andOR ORALbyCOMMUNICATION
means of a problem,
CONTENTS
OF THE
WRITTEN
Substitute,OF
replace
Replacement
supporting
details OR ORAL
an accident,
etc.
THE CONTENTS
THE WRITTEN
COMMUNICATION
Who wrote
theTASK:
text or prepared
theyourself
oral
famous
author,know
a friend,
an
expert,
etc.
- Falling
action
or climax
BEFORE
THE
- Ask
whatAyou
already
about
the
topic.
APPENDICES
118
a deduction
What will be my role? Justify, explain, Idefine,
will bemake
an author,
a journalist,
an interviewer,
a debater, etc.
(highest
pointExplanation
in the story)
presentation?
- Write down what you want to know.
- Description of the characters’
Who
will
my
audience
be?
Children,
experts,
school
students
Classify,
arrange
Classification
To whom
is this
text or oral -presentation
To children,
experts, learners,
actions andetc.
reactions
AFTER
THE
TASK:
Write down what you
have learned.
15 MINUTES
What will the topic be?
A scientific phenomenon, a Conclusion
historical event,
a fictional story, etc.
addressed?
Conclusion
or resolution
A FEW QUESTIONS
TO
ASK
YOURSELF
the tone
be?text or oral
Neutral To
because
I willinform,
objectively
be explaining
a phenomenon;
75 MINUTES
WhatWhat
is thewill
purpose
of the
convince,
tell, make
aware, explain,
etc.
sarcastic
because
I want tomoral
triggervalues,
a reaction, etc.
• Does the title
remind me of anything I know (my
activities,
lifestyle,
presentation?
45 MINUTES
• Edit and proofread your rough draft.
AFTER
environment, etc.)?
APPENDIX 7
How
will
my
essay
be
structured
It
will
be
a
narrative
essay
because
…,
a
descriptive
essay
because
…,
When was the text
oral presentation
100 years ago, this year, during the Second World War, etc. 60 MINUTES
theorwriting
task
• Write your final copy and reread it one last time.
(depending
the assignment)?
anI expository
essay because
…, an that
argumentative
• What do I prepared?
already
knowon
about
the topic? Have
read or watched
anything
referredessay
to because …
it (novel, book,What
movie,
television
etc.)?
sources
should I program,
consult? website,
My sources
must be credible: recognized scientific journals, websites
Where was this text published? Where was the In a newspaper, book, magazine; on the radio, website etc.105 MINUTES
andhim?
authors.
• Do I know this author? Have I ever heard about
oral presentation given?
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• organizing information

APPENDIX
9
• taking notes

• comparing or classifying ideas or data
Tips
on Taking
Notes
NARRATIVE
ELEMENTS

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

Activating Prior Knowledge

READING
AFTER
READING etc.
What writingBEFORE
or oral style
is used?
Narrative, descriptive,
argumentative,
WHAT DO I ALREADY
KNOW?
WHAT DO I WANT TO KNOW?
WHAT HAVE I LEARNED?
APPENDICES
94

Margaret Atwood

Graphic organizers are very useful for:

Planning a Reading or Listening Assignment

Whatinformation
genre and type
of textfrom?
will it be?
narrative
textsource?
in the literary
an expository or argumentative text in
• Where does this
come
Do I Aknow
this
Is itgenre,
reliable?
What is the topic?
Scientific explanation,
the information-based
genre, etc.historical event, feminism
• What type of text is it?
APPENDIX 4
in the 20th century, etc.
What media will I use?
Multimedia presentation, poster, video, etc.
What is the desired outcome?
To change habits, call into question moral values,
destabilize, raise awareness, etc.

NOVEL

The Penelopiad

GraphicTitle
Organizers
Author

2 HOURS

days BEFORE
you
• Take
• to
• plays
inform
(informational
When and where
am I going
In anotes,
week,underline,
intext)
class annotate, etc.
2 HOURS
1
startmy
writing
Identify
Findinformation,
- Organize
your
e.g. write down your
write or present
text?
• convince
• novels or short stories
(argumentative
text)
arguments
or aexplanations.
your answer
Use
arguments
to
What do I have to do? Justify
Participate
in
discussion
or illustrate
a debate,
writeexplain.
•a character
Information-based
texts
may
take different
forms:and
songs, etc.description
Here are examples of questions you -can
ask yourself when planning your task.
Paraphrase.
4 HOURS
or an argumentative essay, etc.
• news stories
Paraphrase
Rewrite or retell a story, a fact, etc. in your own words; keep details.
• Determine
What is my purpose/my
I want to your
tell awriting
story, express
mythe
opinion,
describe
an event, explain10 MINUTES
objective,
recipient,
the topic,
BEFORE the objective?
day• editorials
Quote an excerpt THE TASK
Find the excerpt in the text and write it down word for word.
APPENDIX 1
something
works,
guide or convince my readers/listeners.
thehow
purpose
of your
essay.
of the writing task
• magazine articles
WhenHow
andmuch
wheretime
will the
place?
In
the
classroom
or at home.
Representtake
Introduce
differently.
• Write
15 MINUTES
theclass
outline.
willassignment
I have?
Three
periods
• reports
WhatWhat
is theare
objective
of the
reading
To understand,
learn, find
and select
information,
etc.in your own words;
Summarize
Produce
a reduced
version
of a story,
a fact, etc.
WRITING
SPEAKING
the steps
in doing
25 MINUTES
listening
task?write, listen or prepareActivate
STRUCTURE
use
fewer
wordsif than
in
the
original
keep important
details.
thetoassignment?
Whether youorneed
read,
an oralmy
presentation,
you
refer
to
whattext,
prior
knowledge,
do research,
select
andbut
organize

APPENDIX 9

• Research
THE
TASK
• explain
• poetry
or a few
your
information.
(expository
text)
APPENDIX 2 One week Determine
After a few minutes of reflection, decide and describe.
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APPENDIX 17

Planning a Writing
or Speaking Assignment
Explain
Some texts may take a stand for the purpose of
precise language determined by the writer’s/

APPENDIX 9

103

Correction Guidelines
As you revise your text, it may be helpful to use a correction code to annotate it. Your
annotations will help you remember points to check and apply corrections consistently.
Here are some suggestions for coding your text.

APPENDIX 18

APPENDIX 20

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

Circle the capital letter at the beginning of the sentence and the period at the end. n writing
Revising is not something you do only at the end of the
betwee
some time
Check
that your
each
contain
at least
a subject (a noun orLeave
a pronoun)
anda text
a corresponding
and revising it. verb.
writing
process.
Assentences
you write
a text,
from
beginning
your first draft of
break
after ait.
Underline the
and write
above it. Draw
a box around the subject
andtowrite
S above
your text
back
to end, remember
to verb
reread,
ask Vyourself
questions

SIMPLE PRESENT
APPENDIX 14

Coming
ely.
at it more objectiv
will help you look

Writing INFORMATION-BASED
Styles and TextTEXT
Types

APPENDIX 21

Evaluating Your Approach to a Writing
Revising
a text
involves
examining
its content,
organization,
structure
or Speaking
Assignment
The
boy
is drawing
a picture
on the sidewalk.
(singular
subject, singular
verb) and language. Here

• Movie review: Beetlejuice is a wonderful, fun movie. The action happens in the
APPENDIX
10
passages
in
other writing
styles.
Foropinion
example, a narrativereaders’
text often
contains descriptive
something,
convince,
give an
feelings

116

APPENDICES

APPENDICES

+

117

characters.

APPENDIX 18

APPENDIX 13

no surprise,
Irregular: I ate, you ate, he/she/it ate, we ate,
convince an
readers
of something
(argumentative
text)
If you are• quoting
author
to substantiate
yourSTRUCTURE
statements,
it is important to as
accurately
STRUCTURE
Cause
because, because
of, due to, for this Benjaminthis
is requires,
not heredid
because
of the
you ate and they ate
quote the person’s words. You also need to indicate your sources.
you know that, we
reason, as, on
account of, etc.
bad weather.
KNOWLEDGE

Exposition
Title
mustn’t forget,
etc.situation)
When
to technical information
such as statistics, percentages and amounts
of(initial
APPENDIX
5 referring
PERSPECTIVE or
PASSAGES
Choice
Which
do you prefer the blue or
money, it is mandatory to
refer to
yourreports,
source,
you paraphrased
it. Omitting
Rising
action to
Introduction:
background,
presentation
of topic,
Examples
dataeven though
encyclopedia
and
opinion,
editorial,
EXAMPLES
purple sweater?

fairy tales, short
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APPENDIX 10

What is the writer’s
voice like?
Whatsheets,
is thesis
his newspaper
or her
the text
contain
descriptive,
expository
or stories, legends,
scientific
articles,
critical
film point)
so is considered
plagiarism.
reflection,
statement, Does
presentation
of
content
Climaxand
(turning
Quotingdo an
Author
purpose/objective?
What is his
or her
point
of
argumentative
passages?
articles,
classified
recipes,
instructions
analysis
essays,supper,
novels, biographies,
•subtopics
This
anecdote
took place
a month
ago.
After
rolled up his sleeves
Parallel
like,
in
theview?
same way,
similarly
He’s like
his mother:
stubbornBernard
divided
into
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• You repeat a person’s exact
words.
EXAMPLE
Consequence
due to, as a result, because,
I eat a chocolate bar every day; as a
personality traits, etc.)
• Direct speech usually corresponds
to a sen- TECHNIQUES
Chris
shouted:for this reason,
therefore,
result,OFI’ve
gained weight.
DESCRIPTIVE
FIGURES
SPEECH
in-text
inserted
It begins
tence andThe
starts
with acitation
capital is
letter.
“I hated canoeing etc.
when
I was with
a kid!”
What techniques did the author usesubsequently,
and why?
Did the author use figures of speech to express an
the sentence.
a lowercase letter.
• The exactinwords
of the person are placed
(enumeration,
characterization, context
in time and
idea or
an opinion orBob
to give
meaning
Exemplifying
for instance,
particularly,
especially,
is really
tired;toforsomething?
instance,
between quotation marks: “ . . . ”
space)
(alliteration, simile,n metaphor,
such as, etc.
yesterday antithesis,
he went to bed at
English,
• The quote is preceded
verb such
in North America
that
Inby
a anumber
ofaspublications, it is written Notice
“theeuphemism,
footnote
isofmetonymy,
placed
at
the
APPENDIX 14
hyperbole, understatement)
o’clock.
tion a quote7(period,
tell, answer, think, state,
ask, explain,
shout, 1
the final punctua
mark) is
bottom
of
the page.’’
EXPOSITORY
TECHNIQUES
SUBJECTIVE
mark or question
to the left/right,exclama
in the tion
background,
You canLANGUAGE
see the park, and in the
claim, etc. and followedPlace
by a colon
(:).
the quotation marks.
inside
placed
What techniques did the author usebelow,
and why?
Did
the
author
use
the
first
person
(I,
me)
or
beyond, nearby, etc.
background, there’s the modal
forest.
(definition, rephrasing, exemplification, illustration,
auxiliaries (must, should, can) to express bias? Or is
Opposition
in contrast,
in contrary,
reality,
The endcomparison,
punctuation
is inserted
indicator
is inserted
cause
and effect)The footnote
the in
tone
neutral? I’ll vote for him, in spite of his
INDIRECT SPEECH
spite of, on the
other hand, etc.
bad attitude.
before the quotation
marks. TECHNIQUES
after allinpunctuation
marks.
ARGUMENTATIVE
FORMATTING
Sequence
first,
second, third, finally,
then,
First, and
writetext
down
your answer.
What
techniques did the author use
and why?
What punctuation
marks
formatting
did the APPENDIX 13 113
• You report a person’s
words.
EXAMPLE
ly
tostatistics,
beginsymbol
with,ofinsome
the author
end,
etc.
kind, general
(reference
authorities
in the field,
use and
why? (ellipses, dashes, italics, bold
es
• You must change the
pronountowhen
using footnote
He shouted
hated
canoeing
when
r is a that he
indicato
ript and sometim
A
typed in supersctype, underlining,
that images, etc.)
number
or awas
indirect speech. facts, examples)
a kid.
an asterisk he
a word to indicate
you insert after
that
eses
supplied
STRATEGIES al information will be
SENTENCE TYPES
in parenth
• Quotation marks are not usedARGUMENTATIVE
when reporting
note or addition
a source,
indirect speech. What strategy did the author
use? How
this
What types of sentences did the author use and why?
page.
thedid
at the bottom of
choice affect me? (argumentative explanation,
The footnote indicator is inserted
The citation
is notAPPENDICES
inserted
counter-argument)
106
When changing
speech to indirect speech, verb tenses are affected.after all punctuation marks.
in thedirect
sentence.
APPENDIX 6

125

APPENDIX 8

In all cases, it is not enough to write the
author’s
namepainting
and titlethe
of work.
You
must
Falling
action
advertisements
advertisements,
travel was
stories,amemoirs,
and started
livingas
room
wall.supply
Suddenly, there
knock at the door.
TEXT
STRUCTURE
DIALOGUE
a of
mule.
In order to support
justify your
statements
or
arguments,
you
quote
ansource
author’s
likewise,
by2,can
the
same
subtopic
1,equally,
subtopic
subtopic
3, etc.
as muchand
information
as you
canBody:
to allow
your
recipient
to
your content:
posters
comic strips
It was
HectorWhy
. .verify
. thethe
Resolution
How
the last
textspeech)
organized?
subtopics)
did
authorpage
use dialogue?
statement word
for word
(direct
or(topics,
paraphrase
it (indirect
speech).
token,
etc.
author’s
first is
and
name, title
of work,
publisher’s
name
and place,
number and
Conclusion:
summary,
wish,
recommendation,
Is the language
use effective in providing sufficient
year of publication.
possible as
solutions,
for development,
Condition
long as,scope
providing
that, unless, etc.
if,
Mickey will come with you, as long
DIRECT SPEECH
details as to the characters/people involved in
Here are two ways to insert quoted material
in an
given that,
on essay:
the condition that, etc. as you pick him up before noon.
APPENDIX 18
the story? (their socio-economic background,

TENSE CHANGES IN REPORTED SPEECH

“The
is inserted
at the
of aof page.”
1. The
tablefootnote
above presents
all the elements
you bottom
may take note
while reading an information-based text. It is up to you
to decide which elements will be useful for your assignment.

DIRECT SPEECH

Simple present
Simple past

It begins with
a capital letter.

1

INDIRECT SPEECH

Simple past
Past perfect

The punctuation at the end of
APPENDIX 8
the sentence corresponds to the
punctuation ending of the citation.

Simple future

Would + verb in the base form

Present progressive
1. This is where footnotes are placed.

Past progressive

Past progressive

Past perfect progressive

Future progressive

Would be + -ing form of verb

Present perfect

Past perfect

96

APPENDICES

APPENDIX 6

97

101
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APPENDIX 16

=

defends an opinion

Citing Reference Materials

APPENDIX 5

Effects
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Determine cause
Cause and Effects
and effect.
• activate my prior knowledge?
Was I able to recognize the effect Topic
that the text (oral or written) had
• recognize my feelings and opinions?
on me?
• take notes?

how and why.

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

organize, rephrase, outline and summarize information?

•
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APPENDIX 19

identify the writer’s/speaker’s point of view?

past, you
whom
andare
what.

APPENDIX 14

APPENDIX 20

•

the simple
Addition
also, and, moreover,
furthermore,
I’ll buy EXAMPLES
these
flowers,
as well
) or
or a point
of view
USAGE
STRUCTURE
EXAMPLES
stating what action(s
with the help of
ed. in addition to,
too,
in fact,
INFORMATION-BASED
TEXTS1 as this •card.
) happen
• events(s
Open letters
• Reports
Poems
• Fables
counter-arguments
additionally, as well as, etc.
An information-based
text is• written
according to the writer’s
APPENDIX
6
• and
refutations.
Email, blogs
• Newspurpose
stories to
Narratives
• Fairy tales
The
simple
pastwith
is used
inin recounting
pastwill
Affirmative
I worked, you worked,
• inform
Purpose
with
this
intention,
this
mind,
Chris
come
to
Nan’s
house(regular):
in
readers about a subject,
an
event,
etc.
(informational
text)
•
Keywords:
these
• Columns
• Novels
• Editorials
• Short stories
experiences,
biographies
anecdotes.
he/she/it
• describe a person, an object, a place,
in order
for fear
that,
hope
order to are
helptheher
move
into aworked,
new we worked, you worked
etc. to,
(descriptive
text)in theand
reasons,
• Advertising posters
• Plays
• Magazine articles
• Essays
and they worked
clear, it comes
• explain a phenomenon, a process,
that,
etc. etc. (expository
house. it’s
an event,
text)

1. The strategies Write a Memory Aid and Rehearse an Oral Communication Assignment (practise a presentation) apply only
• relate the text to my own experience?
to preparing an oral text (for speaking in front of others).

Causes

XVIII

a point organization
of view
identify the content,
and structure of the text?
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•

•

108

Information-Based
Texts
versus
LiterarySIMPLE
Texts PAST
Gives
answers to
Gives information on
nication
oral commu

•

•

•

• Not usually a work of fiction
• Usually a work of fiction
Transition words
make
connections
between
ideas, sentences
and
paragraphs.
Knowing
• TV
sports
commentator:
Tardif catches
the
ball and
runs for . . .
• Deals
• True
with
real-world
subjects
or invented
story
MAIN STYLE
EXPOSITORY
ARGUMENTATIVE
NARRATIVE
their meaning
isTEXT
very•TYPE
useful. ItDESCRIPTIVE
allows you to create
links between elements
in your reading,
AND
Possible subjects: an object, a person, a situation, • Components: characters, setting, plot—all
writing or listening tasks and therefore helps you to fully understand the content of a text or
• Describes
• Explains an idea,
• Influences,
• Tells
an action
developed in a specific
timea period
and
a person,
story, has
a world
Function an event,
APPENDIX
8
dialogue. Examples of transition
words
are given
in the following table.
object,
place, an
event, a concept or
convinces,
sequence of fictive
to write
•If Author’s
• Author’s intention: create a literary work, form an
intention:
inform, comment,
describe,
you choose
event
etc. an
phenomenon;
persuades,
or nonfictive events
your
giveessay
his or
orpresent
herTRANSITION
opinion,
etc. WORDS
image
inand
readers’ minds
by playingbywith
expresses
experienced
the words
MEANING
EXAMPLE
in
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APPENDIX 16
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hypotheses
about the content?
Did I useformulate
• apply different methods of overcoming difficulties?
Did I apply all the- strategies
I varied
know sources?
• predict
how• the
text
ORGANIZER
to write, revise
and edit
the
text? GRAPHIC
Interest
and
relevance
write
a would
draft? be organized?
• take notes on relevant information?
• reread
Make connections
Organization
draft?
- DoChart
I state
new ideas
in mymytext?
between one component
• check the content, organization and viewpoint of my draft?
- Is there• unnecessary
activate my priorinformation?
knowledge?
Didcomponents
I apply all the
and other
of strategies I know
•
APPENDIX 20
my vocabulary,
spelling,
grammar and punctuation?
to understand and interpret the
- Should• Iapply
paraphrase
specific
differentcheck
methods
ofinformation?
overcoming
difficulties?
information.
• write the final copy of my text?
text (oral or written)?
questions?
- Should• Iask
addmyself
or remove
information?
• have someone check my text?
look for answers
my questions?
• Will readers•understand
my to
objective,
the ideas I developed and my choice of words?
• apply
different
methods of overcoming difficulties?
Did I apply all the strategies
I know
• take
notes on
relevant
information?
to speak in front of others?
• establish contact, maintain the audience’s interest and convey
• infer meaning?
© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

APPENDIX 11

•
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APPENDIX 15

Graphic Organizers

1980s. A young couple buys a house in a small town. Then, they decide to go to
passages.
There are four main writing styles in English •discourse: descriptive, expository,
•

Often a descriptive
texton their way, they have an automobile
Often a narrative
text . . .
town and
accident
Transition
Words
argumentative
(or persuasive) and narrative.
• Joke: A guy walks into a bar and asks for a glass of water . . .

© SOFAD - All Rights Reserved.

V

•

properly forplace,
the task
I had
to
the
description
of• aunderstand
process,
theinstructions?
arguments supporting a
the
and
coherence
• Does my text fulfil my purpose or objective in writing?
out? position—these
Ask yourself carry
questions
to evaluate
your
to agree
a my
task,
what
learned(the
from
it, they are replacing). The pronouns should
areapproach
all examples
of
content.
Check
that
your
pronouns
with
their you
antecedents
nouns
• activate
prior
knowledge?
• Are my ideas presented in a logical order?
APPENDIX
11strategies you applied. agree with their antecedents
and the
in number and gender (if applicable).
• determine
mymy
objective?
Did I take enough time to plan my
Does
textback
contain
the necessary information? What is missing?
Draw an arrow from• the
pronoun
to itsallantecedent.
TO ASK YOURSELF
ABOUT
YOUR
CONTENT
work
for theQUESTIONS
writing or speaking
STEPS
DID
I…
• activate
my
prior
knowledge?
• Is
the
information
relevant
and correct?
(Use a different
colour
than
for
subject-verb
agreement.)
assignment?
• plan the
steps
to
take?
• Did
content that
I
insert
headings?
If
so,
do
they
signal
the content
thatis follows?
Should I
• adopt
• to
Does
my text
stay on
To develop
the topic?
right attitude?
Did I take enough
time
prepare
Graphic organizers
are very
useful
for:
task, it is
iate for a given
moreto
headings?
plan
the
consult?
properly for the task I had to
The girl
her •bicycle
to add
the
park.
She
left it beside the fence. appropr l to know your purpose
payrode
attention
to what
Isources
was
doing?
• organizing information • Is my text in• line
essentia
with the
theme
and
myvertical
writinglists
purpose?
outset and
• Did
use
(e.g., bulleted lists)
to make mythe
content
clearer?
• research
carry out?
myI content?
or objective from
• understand the instructions?
• taking notes
in mind as you write.
to keep itlogically?
• an
Are
my
headings
and
subheadings
organized
• takefor
The
girls
played
tennis
hour.
Then
they
went
to
the
pool.
notes
on
relevant
information?
• Is my text clear
and coherent
in its content?
• activate
my prior knowledge?
• comparing or classifying ideas or data
• organize the information?
SPELLING
• to
Does
my
text
containsimilarities
all
the
necessary
information?
• and differences
the
of paragraphs
match the to
number
in my
Transitions
• and/or
determine
my
objective?
Did I take
enough time
plan my
• prepare
• establishing
relationships
between
facts
an
outline
of myspelled
text?
Highlight
any words
that
youDoes
may
not number
have
correctly; remember
check planned
the spelling
in aoutline?
dictionary.
work for the reading or listening
Did I makemap
effective
to the body of the text and to the conclusion?
• activate my•prior
drawknowledge?
a• semantic
to helptransitions
me?
• illustrating a sequence of
• events
Did I choose important
ideas?
assignment?
• Do
the planned
and logical relationships between
• plan the steps
to take
andthe
thetransitions
sources toexpress
consult?
• paraphrase
and
summarize
the information
I read?
• etc.
parts
the text?
Quality of the
information
• skim
the text
or predict
the of
content?
• write
a memory
aid (cue cards) to help me?
- Are130
my• sources
APPENDICES
ask myselfcredible?
right questions?
•the
practise
my presentation?1

115
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CONTENT, ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF THE TEXT

are developed, whatever the context.
POINTS TO OBSERVE
QUESTIONS
TO ASK YOURSELF
STEPS
DID
I…
Evaluating Your
Approach
to
a bright
Reading
The boy
whothe
is wearing
sneakers paints The
brilliant designs.
Content varies
with
message
to orange
be communicated.
adopt
right
attitude?
Did I take enough
time
tocomponents
prepare
different
parts
of an object,
the the
distinctive
features
of aWill
specific
or Listening
Assignment
Text
Did
I give
my
text a title?
it capture readers’ attention?
PRONOUN-ANTECEDENT AGREEMENT

USAGE

LITERARY TEXT

The writing style you
will
adopt is generally determined by the text type
assigned. However,
EXAMPLES
CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
any text, literary or• information-based,
canunlucky
rarely be
limited
to a single
Narrative: Helen is an
girl.
She lives
her lifewriting
. . . style. The
• Purpose:
text may •belong
certain
type because
of its purpose
and structure,
but itentertain,
will contain
Purpose:totoainform,
explain,
describe someone
or
to tell a story,
arouse

are the four main stages of revising a text.
S
V
What
Is Content?
Ask yourself
questions
to evaluate your approach to a task, what you learned from it, and
APPENDIX
the15
strategies
you applied.
boys
areare
painting
a mural
on the
wall. (plural
plural verb)
Content
isThe
what
you
talking
about.
It consists
ofsubject,
ideas that

•

STRUCTURE

The simple
present form
tellingits genre. There
Affirmative:
I work,
you work, genres
he/she/itof
works,
A text is classified
according
to is
itsused
typein and
are two
overarching
stories, in movies,texts
books or and
jokes,literary
or in texts . The
we classification
work, you work of
andathey
textwork.
in one of
texts: information-based
describing
sports events
on television.
Third
person:the
addwriting
an -s tostyle
your verb.
these genres
is determined
by characteristics
such as the
subject,
and Refer
the to a
APPENDIX
13 form of text.
grammar book for rules on verbs ending in -x
type and
(fix), -ch (watch), -y (try), etc.

SUBJECT-VERB
AGREEMENT
the final
copy
of your
text,
review itIt one
last
time a
tomatter
check of
for spelling
RevisingBefore
a textyou
is andointegral
part
of the
writing
process.
is not
simply
mistakes,
repeated
words
and inconsistencies.
Make
any
necessary
corrections.
Once you
have
found
the
subject
and
the verb of a sentence,
make
sure they agree.
This means that they are
correcting
sentences,
spelling,
grammar,
punctuation
and
vocabulary.
either both
singular your
or both
plural forms.
Checking
moreand
difficult
when the subject
the verb
course,
to correct
errors,
you must
firstagreement
be able tois find
understand
them.and
Once
APPENDIX
16Of
What is
the have
point
of writing
an error-free
it is
incomprehensible
and
incoherent
in its them.
are separated
by them,
other
words.
you
identified
you will text
haveifto
ask
yourself questions
about
how to correct
content,Sometimes,
organization,
structure
and
point
of
view?
Draw
an
arrow
from
verb
its
subject.
you
will
have
tothe
call
onto
your
grammatical knowledge; other times, you will need
to use aSreferenceV tool (grammar book, print or online dictionary, text checker, etc.).

S

USAGE

Text Genres

final revision will be easier to do because you will have

The children are playing basketball in the park.
Checking
constantlyContent
improved your text while writing.
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APPENDIX
19 S your text—and
and correct
then reread again! The
V

or present
write your essay
If you choose to
in the simple
an oral communication recipient is in
your
present tense form, moment.
very
the action, at that

Verb System

Revising
Your
Text
Check that your
sentences
begin with a capital letter and end with a period.

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

Lexicon
A lexicon is provided to help learners of English as a second language.
LEXICON

abréger
selon
exactitude
réalisation
activer ses connaissances
contre
changer, modifier, varier
temps alloué
permettre
déjà
survenir
tâche
parfois
auditoire

B
Be on the lookout for
Before
Behavior
Brainstorm

être à l’affut de
avant
comportement
avoir une tempête d’idées,
faire du remue-méninges

C
Carry out
Character
Cite
Claim
Clue
Come in handy
Come to mind
Common thread
Component
Cons
Correlation
Credible
Critical thinking skills
Critically look at

effectuer, exécuter
personnage
citer
prétendre
indice
s’avérer utile
venir à l’esprit
fil conducteur
élément
désavantages
corrélation (lien)
vraisemblable
aptitudes de réflexion critique
poser un regard critique

D
Daily life
Dash

134

vie quotidienne
tiret

Deadline
Deceive
Drive (noun)

échéance
amener quelqu’un à faire
quelque chose par la ruse
motivation

E
Efficient
Emphasize
Enable
Entertain
Essay
Even though
Excerpt

efficace
mettre l’accent sur
permettre
divertir
composition
bien que
extrait

F
Feather
Footnote
For

plume
note de bas de page
pour

G
Gather
Get to grips with
Get
Get through
Greeting
Graphic organizer
Guideline

réunir, regrouper
s’approprier
obtenir, comprendre, saisir
parvenir à, franchir
formule de politesse, salutation
schéma, organisateur graphique
directive

H
Handwritten
Have to
Highlight

écrit à la main
devoir (obligation)
surligne

I
Improve
Informed choice
In the margins
In order to
Irrelevant
Issue

améliorer
choix éclairé
en marge
afin de
sans rapport, hors de propos
sujet, enjeu, problème
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A
Abbreviate
According to
Accuracy
Achievement
Activate prior knowledge
Against
Alter
Allocated time
Allow
Already
Arise
Assignment
At times
Audience

LEXICON

Symbols and Pictograms
Information-based text
Literary text
Page reference in Indispensable Strategies
APPENDIX
10
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I

Reference to an appendix at the end of Indispensable Strategies
One of the indispensable strategies

VIDÉO

Video reference

XIX

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

STRATEGY

PURPOSE

IS1

Prepare for a Task

Take time to prepare for the assignment, considering the
context, the material and the time allowed.

20

Understand Instructions

Read and interpret the meaning of a question, a request
or an instruction.

21

Determine Your Objective

Ask yourself questions about the task to carry out and
activate your prior knowledge of the topic.

22

Take Notes

Understand, select and write information in a way to reuse it
for a specific purpose.

23

Organize Information

Combine the information and organize it graphically.

24

Paraphrase

Rewrite or retell the essential information that you have read,
seen or heard in your own words.

25

Summarize

Find the main ideas of a text, combine the information and
rewrite or retell it in fewer words.

26

Skim a Written Text

Without reading the text in detail, look for visual clues that
can give you information about the text and its content.

28

Predict the Content, Structure
and Viewpoint of an Oral Text

Guess the content, structure and viewpoint of an oral text
based on your knowledge of the topic and your understanding of texts you have read or listened to before.

30

Overcome Comprehension Problems (reading, listening)

Identify a comprehension problem, find the cause and learn
different ways to deal with it.

31

Ask Yourself Questions

Based on your existing knowledge, think of questions you
may have about the text (oral or written), the author and the
steps to take to complete your assignment.

32

Infer Meaning

Read between the lines, using explicit and implicit information to interpret what the text implies and deduce new
information.

33

Identify the Content, Organization and Structure of a Text

Put the text (oral or written) in context, find the main theme
and recognize the form of content (a narrative, a description,
an explanation or an argument).

34

Determine the Writer or Speaker’s Point of View

Recognize the writer or speaker and his or her voice, determine the relationship with readers or listeners, and identify
the orientation given to his or her words.

36

1. For a clearer idea of how and why to use each strategy, refer to the page indicated in this column.

XX
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The Strategies at a Glance
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TABLE OF
CONTENTS

STRATEGY

PURPOSE

IS

Relate the Oral or Written Text
to Your Own Experiences

Search your knowledge, your own experiences, and events
you have observed to find connections between them
and the text.

37

Research Information

Consult different sources (print, digital, audio, etc.) in order
to explore your ideas, a topic or an issue.

42

Create a Semantic Map

Make a list of words and expressions related to the
topic or the theme in order to use them while writing
an essay or preparing a speaking assignment.

43

Prepare an Outline

Plan your text, determine the structure, organize your ideas.

44

Overcome Difficulties Related
to a Writing Assignment

Overcome writer’s block or your lack of inspiration:
find the cause and learn different ways to deal with it.

47

Overcome Difficulties related
to a Speaking Assignment

Overcome stress that causes memory lapses or speaking too
fast: find the cause and learn different ways to deal with it.

52

Write a Rough Draft

Transform your ideas and the structure of your outline into
sentences.

48

Edit (verifying the content, organization and point of view)

Reread and revise your text for clarity and coherence
in order to modify and reorganize it as needed.

49

Proofread (verifying the vocabulary, spelling, syntax and
punctuation)

Reread and correct your text, while asking yourself how
to improve it at the level of words and sentences.

50

Write the Final Copy

Write the final copy of your text, making sure there are no
errors or omissions.

51

Write a Memory Aid
(for an oral presentation)

Make notes to remember the key points of your
presentation.

45

Rehearse an Oral Communication Assignment

Practise giving your oral presentation.

46

Establish Contact, Maintain
the Audience’s Interest and
Convey a Point of View

Be on the lookout for reactions from the audience. Arouse
their interest and, if needed, clarify your message while
giving a structured, coherent oral presentation adapted to
the audience.

53

Identify and Explain the Effect Look critically at the effects that the text has on you
of an Oral or Written text
(your feelings, thoughts, values, etc.).

38

Self-Evaluate Your Approach
to an Assignment (reading,
listening, writing, speaking)

39
and
54

Critically analyze the approach you took to an assignment:
your attitude, the strategies you used, your achievement
of the objective, etc.
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The Models at a Glance
MODELS

STRATEGIES
Determine Your Objective

1

2

3
A

3
B

4
A

4
B

5
A

5
B

5
C

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Understand Instructions

•

Take Notes

•

•

Organize Information
Paraphrase
Skim a Written Text

•

Overcome Comprehension Problems
Ask Yourself Questions

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Infer Meaning
Identify the Content, Organization and Structure of a Text
Determine the Writer or Speaker’s Point of View
Relate the Text to Your Own Experiences
Create a Semantic Map
Prepare an Outline
Edit
Proofread
Write a Memory Aid
Identify and Explain the Effect of a Written Text
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BASED ON …

1

Various invented assignments

2

Questions from different subject areas

3A

Expository text I : Greenhouse Gases

3B

Front and back covers of

4A

Expository text I : What Was the Great Depression and Why Did it Start in the USA?

4B

Narrative text

5A

Two informational texts I : John Lennon’s Violent Death

5B

Tale

5C

Expository text I : The Human Respiratory System

The Penelopiad

: Memories From an Old Chap

: The Fox and the Crow
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Take Notes
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•

•

•
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Edit
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Identify and Explain the Effect of a Written Text
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Prepare an Outline
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BASED ON …

6A

Diagram based on an expository text I : The Human Respiratory System

6B

Invented assignment

7

Expository text I : The Human Respiratory System

8A 8B 8C

Expository text I : The Human Respiratory System

9A 9B
10A 10B
11

Argumentative text I : Early School Start Times Unhealthy for Students
Narrative Text
Tale

: My Life

: The Fox and the Crow
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The Appendices at a Glance
The appendices at the end of the book are particularly useful for applying the strategies
listed below.

APPENDIX
1. Activating Prior Knowledge

2. Planning a Reading or
Listening Assignment
3. Planning a Writing or
Speaking Assignment
4. Managing Time

STRATEGIES
Determine your objective; predict the content, structure and
viewpoint of a text; ask yourself questions; relate the text to your
own experiences; identify and explain the effect of a text
Determine your objective
Determine your objective
Determine your objective

5. Quoting an Author

Research information

6. Citing Reference Materials

Research information

7. Keywords in Instructions

Understand instructions

10. Transition Words
11. Graphic Organizers

Overcome comprehension problems, prepare an outline,
write a rough draft
Organize information, research information

12. Reading Notecard (narrative text)

Organize information

13. Writing Styles and Text Types

Skim a written text; predict the content, structure and viewpoint
of a text; identify the content, organization and structure of a text;
prepare an outline; write a rough draft
Skim a written text; predict the content, structure and viewpoint
of a text; identify the content, organization and structure of a text;
prepare an outline; write a rough draft
Self-evaluate your approach to a reading or listening assignment

14. Text Genres

15. Evaluating Your Approach to a Reading
or Listening Assignment
16. Evaluating Your Approach to a Writing
or Speaking Assignment
17. Text Outlines

Self-evaluate your approach to a writing or speaking assignment
Prepare an outline

18. Verb System

Write a rough draft

19. Checking Content

Edit (verifying the content, organization and point of view)

20. Revising Your Text

Proofread (verifying the vocabulary, spelling, syntax and
punctuation)
Proofread (verifying the vocabulary, spelling, syntax and punctuation)

21. Correction Guidelines

XXIV
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8. Information-Based Texts versus Literary Take notes; infer meaning; identify the content, organization
Texts
and structure of a text; write a rough draft
9. Tips on Taking Notes
Take notes, ask yourself questions, research information
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Hi! My name is Andrew.
I’ll be accompanying
you throughout the
Tool Box Section.

2
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1. General Strategies to Develop English Skills
Learning English involves more than learning to read and write. There are a number of things
you can do to immerse yourself in the language and develop your language skills.

1.1 DEVELOP CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
HOW?

WHY?

• Learn about art
• Learn about accents

• To understand appropriate
social conventions in
different countries and
contexts.

• Learn about holidays and traditions
in English-speaking countries, books,
movies, television shows and series

• To be able to communicate
with people of different
backgrounds and places.

• Learn about geography

WHEN?

• To understand how
people act and think in
different social and cultural
contexts.
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Every chance you get!

• To find out what
behaviour is appropriate
or inappropriate.

TOOL BOX
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1.2 SEEK PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES
HOW
?
• Listen to music (read the lyrics to your favourite English
song as you listen to it).
• Listen to the radio or online podcasts (in your car, or while
doing chores, listen to shows you would normally listen to
in your first language).
• Watch online videos (tutorials, silly videos, DIYs, etc.).
• Set up an online exchange with an English speaker who
wants to learn French. You can help each other out.
• Practise what you know: practise vocabulary related
to your interests. If you like photography, learn all the
English vocabulary related to photography. If you like
makeup, learn the appropriate English terms.
• Chat with English-speaking friends.
• Read books or stories you’ve already read in French.
Read children’s books or books for teenagers.
• Write emails, letters, grocery lists in English.
• Whenever possible, speak English while travelling.

WHY?

WHEN?
Every chance you get!

• Reading and writing will help you
develop vocabulary, practise verb
tenses and learn correct spelling.
• Speaking every chance you get will
improve your pronunciation and
help to put you at ease in every
type of conversation.
• Listening to native speakers will
also help develop these skills.

4
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• The more you practise, the more
fluent you’ll become.
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1.3 USE A DICTIONARY
1.3.1 Use a Bilingual Dictionary
HOW?
• There are two sides to your dictionary: a French side
with English translations and an English side with
French translations.
• Some words have only one translation.
English word
Phonetic translation
French translation
EXAMPLE: eyelash: [' la∫] n cil m
Means “noun”
Means “masculine’’
• Sometimes, there will be more than one translation
for the word you’re looking for. Make sure you identify
the correct translation.
EXAMPLE: The French word argent has two
meanings: a type of metal, or “money.’’
argent nm	(a) (métal); bracelet d’argent ou
en argent: silver bracelet
		(b) (monnaie): money; en avoir pour
son argent: to get one’s money’s
worth.
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• Most expressions cannot be translated word for word.
EXAMPLE: The French expression “Il pleut à boire
debout’’ cannot be translated as “It’s raining to
drink standing up!’’ The English equivalent is “It’s
raining cats and dogs.’’

WHY?
To use correct
vocabulary
and spelling.

WHEN?
Whenever you don’t understand
some language or are not sure
of the spelling.

TOOL BOX
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• It’s not helpful to look up expressions in
the dictionary because most cannot be
translated.
• When you’re looking for a verb, look up the
infinitive.
EXAMPLE: I have eaten two apples
today. Look for “eat.’’
• When you’re looking for a noun, look up the
singular form.
EXAMPLE:
Look for bush instead of bushes.
• If you can’t find a word, remove the
suffixes:
EXAMPLES:
Look for small instead of smallest.
Look for tall instead of taller.

1.3.2 Use a Thesaurus
WHAT?
HOW?
Look the word up and use one
of its synonyms. To make sure
the synonym fits in the context,
you can also double-check
it in an English dictionary or
a bilingual dictionary.

WHY?
To add variety to your writing.

WHEN?
When you notice that you have
overused words such as good,
bad and nice.

6
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A thesaurus is a dictionary
of synonyms. The words are
placed in alphabetical order,
like in a dictionary. Instead
of providing a definition or
the translation, it offers a list
of synonyms.
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1.3.3 Use an English Dictionary
Sometimes, a bilingual dictionary won’t be enough, for example, if you are reading a
text and look for the meaning of an English word and you don’t understand the French
translation given by the bilingual dictionary. Looking in an English dictionary will give you
the definition, which might be more useful to you in certain contexts.

1.4 OTHER STRATEGIES
• Focus: Pay attention to the task and avoid distractions.
• Ask for help: Ask for repetition, clarification and confirmation.
Making people repeat is OK. Use all the resources you can.
• Ask questions: When something is unclear, don’t hesitate
to ask questions.
• Cooperate: Work with others to improve your understanding
of the language and to develop your speaking skills.
• Set goals and objectives: Don’t expect to be able to say
or understand everything all at once. Set yourself small goals.
• Watch a movie: Watch the same movie more than once or watch
a movie you’ve already seen in your first language.
• Record yourself: When reading a short text, focus on
pronunciation and record yourself to hear what can be improved.
• Encourage and reward yourself and others: When you succeed
in achieving a small goal, reward yourself with something special.
Encourage others by pointing out how well they’re doing.
• Reduce anxiety: Anyone learning a new language can experience
stress when trying to communicate. Try to lower your anxiety with
one of the following techniques:
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– Use breathing techniques.
– Quiet your inner critic.
– Know your subject and your audience.
– Practise by yourself and in front of others for oral presentations.
– Use the power of positive thinking.
– Get a good night’s sleep.
– Exercise.
• Take risks: Just talk! Don’t worry about making mistakes; jump
into the conversation!
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